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Fro m the President
An Association of SongWorks Teachers

As I prepared to write this month’s column, I needed some
inspiration. Can you guess what I did? That’s right, I went on
musicedventures.com! Once there I went right for the collection
of past newsletters and found a particularly interesting column
from August 2012. Then-president Judy Fjell noted that Music
EdVentures was turning 21! Ah, infinite possibilities! The world
is our oyster!

Ruthanne Parker
Wyncote, PA

MEI certainly accomplished a lot during our early twenties.
Aside from continuing to grow in number, we have developed a Presidential Team
format for considering organizational decisions, started the Fleurette Sweeney Emerging

Pioneer (EP) program to welcome over 40 EPs to our conferences (many of whom now
hold leadership positions within MEI), designed and successfully implemented an
inaugural SongWorks Certification Program, and made great strides in streamlining the
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operations and business protocols of our organization. And now, we are twenty five. No
longer in our early twenties, what does the future hold? Will our childhood dreams come
true? Are we leaving the choices of our “childhood” behind?
When I turned 25, I was nervous about hitting the quarter-century mark. As it turns out, the
years following my 25th birthday were some of the best of my life. A new school, a
beautiful wedding, a fantastic house, and a now 1-year old who makes me feel 21
again—well, in spirit, that is. By the time this article goes to print, I will have celebrated my

30th birthday. Frequently a dreaded milestone, I will try to embrace it as I look forward to
all of the changes, developments, challenges, and certain joys that the next few years
will bring.
Five years from now, when Music EdVentures turns 30, what do you think we will be able
to say about the previous five years? It is fun to think of all that can be accomplished
starting right now in our 25th year. There are some very exciting initiatives in the works, as
more and more members step up to get involved, and this year’s conference in
Minneapolis is on track to be our most dynamic gathering yet! Twenty-five looks good on

us—here’s to many more years of growth, companionship, and music-making.
Happy 25th Birthday, MEI!

-Ruthie

Not a current member of
Music EdVentures, Inc.?

JOIN or RENEW
It’s quick and easy! Go to

www.musicedventures.com
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MUSIC LITERACY FOR CHILDREN
From the Executive Director
SongWorks Certification Program
What happens when a congenial group of 28 SongWorks Certified
Educators and Elders gathers in Minnesota July 17-22, 2016?
You generate and hear heartfelt greetings:
“I am SO glad to see you again!”
“I can’t believe we are here!”
“It seems as though we never left St. Kates!”
Peggy and Anna guide you to focus on one SongWorks pathway to
music literacy daily through lectures, observation of younger and older
children, and metacognitive analysis of the “language of literacy:”
Monday - Clustering Our Way to Literacy
Tuesday - Mapping Our Way to Literacy
Wednesday - Song Dotting Our Way to Literacy
Thursday - Ideographing Our Way to Literacy
Friday - Blending Our Way to Literacy

Terolle Turnham
Eagan, MN

“Having taken the SongWorks Literacy Course, I am confident that I now thoroughly know the
SongWorks teaching principles and practices, and can speak about them academically. I was so
impressed by the diversity of thought each of my classmates brought to the table throughout the
course—especially in their closing presentations. These annual opportunities for us to gather and study
with each other in the summer are such a source of growth and vitality for all of us as we prepare for the
school year ahead. I hope that this will be the beginning of a longstanding tradition of SongWorks
teachers gathering for a week or two to share and develop our ideas together.”

-Max Mellman
“During the third week of July, 2016, twenty-eight educators gathered in St. Paul, Minnesota to consider
how children learn and why the SongWorks approach to teaching promotes music literacy in children.
Peggy Bennett, Anna Langness, and Terolle Turnham led their participants through metacognitive looks at
SongWorks practices then on to observation of those practices in real time with real children. Game
activities and hands-on experiences led participants to a more thorough understanding of SongWorks
and why it works in the learning process. These educators/colleagues/friends left St. Catherine
University with a renewed understanding and enthusiasm for teaching those in their charge. Thanks
Peggy, Anna, and Terolle for providing us with this opportunity. Lucky us! Lucky children we teach!”

-Marilyn Winter

Music Literacy for Children (continued…)
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Peggy challenges you to deepen your understanding and expand your skills.
1. Use literacy vocabulary to describe demonstrations of literacy in video clips of children.
2. Clarify your language as you work with many partners throughout the week.
3. Study SongWorks 2, plus:
“Turning Music Theory on Its Ear” by Jeanne Bamberger
“Questioning the Unmusical Ways We Teach Children Music” by Peggy Bennett
“Music Mapping: What Is It? Where Did It Come From? Why Does It Work?” by Susan H. Kenney
4. Learn the history and development of SongWorks principles and practices through
Fleurette’s history talks on video.
5. Use “A Potpourri of Ideas for Upgrading Our Writing” by Peggy Bennett for all writing.

Anna challenges you to use SongWorks practices to go deeper in Level 3 and 4
of the Phases of Learning. How?
1. Analyze the text of songs to select chunks or clusters with one stress point to maintain
musicality throughout music study.
2. Consider the form, the melody and the rhythm to find prominent, easily heard clusters.
3. Use SongWorks practices to deepen student learning.
4. Develop study pages to provide more practice writing and reading notation.
5. Develop form books that move from mapping, dotting, and ideographing to conventional
notation.
Throughout the week, you experience the varying Minnesota
weather, from cool and lovely to hot and steamy. You enjoy
the abundant and fragrant gardens on the campus.
As the course comes to a close, you bid goodbye to dear
friends who have become your SongWorks study family. And
you prepare to write your reflection paper, a synthesis of your
learning.
You make plans to gather in regional groups to deepen your understanding of the pathways to music
literacy using SongWorks practices, and you have renewed optimism and confidence for the role you
will play in the on-going development of our work and our organization.

-Terolle
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Taking Our Best Selves into Schools
Becoming Beneficent Observers
Peggy D. Bennett (2015)
Try these tips for “holding on” to the best of you, even when you
encounter challenging situations during your day.
1) When you see a student “misbehaving,” ask yourself what common,
realistic, or natural reasons there may be for that student’s behavior.
Is what you are seeing really so bad, or are you in the habit of
“enforcing the rules” even when those rules may not make much
sense in that moment for the student, the school, or you?
2) When you feel insulted or annoyed by a co-worker, ask yourself about
that person instead of defending your reactions to that person.
In other words, leave the person’s behavior with them rather than
letting it permeate you. Just because we feel annoyed does not
mean that person is being annoying. Just because we feel insulted
does not mean that person is intending to insult us. Just because
we feel criticized, unliked, challenged, or ignored does not mean
the other person intended it or that we are correct in assuming it.

Peggy D. Bennett
Bozeman, MT

3) When you feel under-appreciated, unsupported, or cowed by your administrator, ask yourself in
what ways you have shown empathy, appreciation, or support to her or him. Administrators are
almost universally under-appreciated by those they lead; few of us know the large and small
challenges they face nearly every hour. And, it seems universally common for workers to criticize
rather than support their leaders. What would happen if you behaved toward your administrator
the way you want your administrator to behave toward you, regardless of whether you see the
results?
4) When a parent seems over-protective, meddling, or bossy, ask yourself if that parent may see
him/herself as helping with school tasks, advocating for a beloved child, or alleviating work for
school personnel. Do we “pull rank” by treating parents the way some “higher ups” treat us?
Asking ourselves about the other person in moments of difficulty shifts our focus from “fight or
flight” to curiosity, to seeing a bigger (and wiser) picture.
5) When we are beneficent in the way we see others, we change the way we feel about and
speak to them and speak to others about them:






We contribute to our own sense of calm and stability, our own good health.
We feel less like an adversary and more like a strong, compassionate, generous-of-spirit member of the
school community.
We let them be them, without taking on the negative views we have of them or that they have of us.
We realize that our own thresholds for preferred behaviors may be causing our suffering more than the
“offending” person.
We aim to achieve understanding rather than agreement in points of confrontation (Rusk).

Beneficent observers are willing to reframe others’ behaviors to become more interested in their
possible reasons than in our go-to reactions. A beneficent observer is willing to give a “moment of
grace” and the “benefit of doubt” to see another’s behavior as simply that: behavior (Bennett &
Bartholomew). These habits of mind happen neither quickly nor easily, but they are worth the effort,
step by step.
Bennett, Peggy D. & Bartholomew, Douglas R. (1997). SongWorks 1: Singing in the education of children. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth.
Now published by SongWorks Press (2014).
Rusk, Thomas (1993). The power of ethical persuasion. New York: Penguin Books.
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MYSTERY MAP: August
Did you figure out the July Mystery Map? See page 17 for the answer!
This song in balanced form not only has the same line map on top and bottom;
the melodies are twins as well!

As you check your ideas, here are some sight word clues from the text of the song...

Check back next month for the answer!
Want to submit a secret map from one of your favorite songs? Don’t be shy!
Submit maps for consideration to jeharkins@fcps.edu
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THE CHILDREN ARE COMING!
Reflections on what I do and why I do it
when the school year is starting.
Jake Harkins
As a music teacher, the beginning of the school year can often feel
like a whirlwind. In the first few days, we see hundreds of children’s
smiling faces again for the first time in months. What do we do? For
some of us, we might feel an urge to show the metaphorical “do not
cross” tape lines to students, and for others we might feel a desire to
laugh, catch up, and play with them. What if there was a way
to do both?

Jake Harkins
Arlington, VA

In addition to our own wishes, often the context of our environment plays a factor in what
happens those first few weeks. In my school, during the first two weeks of instruction, a heavy
school-wide focus rests on routines, procedures, expectations, hopes and dreams, and building
community. In addition to fire drills and reviewing routines such as making a circle for games,
students practice entering the room, finding their assigned seats, and lining up to exit class.
Despite these necessities each year, I am also adamant that I will not only “find” the time to sing,
play, and laugh with my students; I will weave my routines and expectations for behaviors,
participation, and community into the musical singing games we will play.

“…I will weave my
routines and
expectations for
behaviors, participation,
and community
into the musical singing
games we will play….”

To facilitate this smoothly, I choose familiar songs and
games for each grade level that we played and began to
study at the end of their previous year. In this way, the
activities themselves are familiar content, and provide the
context within which I model. During the game, we discuss
and review routines and expectations: how we look and
sound when others are sharing ideas (respect), how we
make a circle and play the movement game in the free
space (safety), and how we participate in the singing
games as part of a team (responsibility). It is the playful
nature of and safety in the singing game that provides
students the opportunity to engage, respond, and
internalize the community we are establishing.

What I do and Why I do it (continued…)
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I have found myself returning to a collection of touchtone song games with certain grade levels
year after year. With first grade, I most enjoy a song from my own childhood—”Green Grows the
Willow Tree.”

Green Grows the Willow Tree
Green grows the wil - low tree,

green grows the wil - low tree

green grows the wil - low tree, come my friend and go with me.
Within seconds of entering the music room, I aim to capture my students’ curiosity by lying down in
the circle and softly humming a secret song. They often join in the posture without the need for
invitation. After a few times humming through the song, I sit up, stand tall, and stretch as high and
far as I can with a magnificent yawn, and end with my arms out, wrists and fingers and head
drooped down. Some of the students are watching, confused, others are giggling and imitating
my stance.
From this playful, expressive, and eloquent position I begin humming again, gently swaying to and
fro. The tempo of my movement is purposeful: showing the phrase lengths. Suddenly, but calmly,
upon the cadence of the hummed secret song, I’ll reach out and touch the shoulder of a child
standing next to me. Sometimes the students will join me around the circle, but often times this
playful surprise catches them off guard and we all end up laughing. If by now one or more
students haven’t begun to sing the song with its real language, I will present a variety of clues:
-tapping the rhythm on the top of my hand while chinning on “loo”
-swaying in the breeze again—silently, humming, or chinning on a neutral syllable—and
singing the cadence phrase with the real words: “come my friend and go with me.”
-taking a light step forward on the beginning of each phrase while chinning, but singing
“green” during this motion.
Once the class has identified the familiar song (from June in Kindergarten), we play! With
guidance, my students review a calm movement game in the free space. During the game, I
intentionally take advantage of the opportunities to review expectations for movement,
interaction, safe touching, and respect.

What I do and Why I do it (continued…)
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GAME: The teacher, or one child, starts as the “willow
tree.” They may only take a step during the word “green.”
The other children, scattered around the free space, may
not move during the song. After the song, they may
tip-toe around for as long as it takes me to yawn. This
expectation sets itself up for careful, sneaky, silent
movement from the class, as well as the need to listen to
a soft teacher cue sound while they are moving.
I change the length of my yawns after a few turns, to try
to trick students.

“…Eager student
volunteers take turns
reading at the board some want to sing alone
and some ask for the
class to help….”

The song begins, and the willow tree grows around the room. In the beginning of the cadence phrase,
“come,” the willow tree does not step, but reaches out its fingers to tap the shoulder of a student within
reach. That tapped student becomes a second willow tree. They do not have to connect/move
around the free space together during the song, but some students enjoy and choose to do so with
a friend. The game snowballs until everyone is a willow tree.
STUDY: This song game lends itself well to further study of its music elements: form, rhythmic and tonal
clusters. Other musical elements such as breath support, phrasing, and dynamics are explored as well.
Interspersed between the game, we antiphon with singing, chinning, and tapping rhythms. Sometimes I
conduct the students between “my turn” and “your turn.” Other times students conduct the antiphon
between the class and themselves, or simply between two groups of students. If the game is getting
too intense, we’ll take a practice turn with no willow trees moving, and all perform the cadence figure
on a body staff while singing in place (singing MM RR DD D— and touching waist waist, knees knees,
toes toes toes).
On another day, I will create a continuous phrase line
map in front of students while audiating, and invite their
responses. “What are we looking at?” Students typically
provide a variety of guesses depending on the other
songs/activities we have played and sung in the recent
days. Through a series of clues they check their ideas,
and identify the map as belonging to “Green Grows the
Willow Tree.” Eager student volunteers take turns
reading at the board—some want to sing alone and
some ask for the class to help—and before they leave,
each student is given a printed map. We sing, practice,
and share our reading with each other from individual
papers.

What I do and Why I do it (continued…)
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When students return to music, the continuous line lead map has morphed into a map showing
more definitive phrases and the form: short short long. From using paper and markers, holding and
playing instruments, to sharing turns, many procedures and routines are present during the playful
activities. On future days students:








make their own line maps and share
make line maps and dot the cadence
identify the solfa cluster pattern and sing it while touching the dots
pass their maps and dots around a circle
share and write the solfege letters under another student’s cadence dots (MM RR DD D)
place the cadence on a simple staff
read the score and play tone chimes while singing

What I do and Why I do it (continued…)
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REFLECTION: I believe students can become engaged and invested in their learning when the
teacher is also engaged and invested in his/her teaching. Playing with and studying a
treasured song at the beginning of each year with first grade has brought surprises, joy, and
inspiration to them and to me. Whatever the activity we choose to do with our students as the
year begins, when we are intentional in creating playful interactions, and are purposeful in
planting opportunities for establishing clear expectations and routines, we can enjoy the
momentum, embrace the whirlwind, and look right back at our students with the smile they
bring to us.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Jake Harkins is a General Music Specialist (PK-6) in Falls Church, Virginia, where he also conducts after-school ensembles for chorus and percussion. Jake has a BM in Percussion Performance and an MMT in Music Education from Oberlin Conservatory of Music. Drawing from the
teachings of many approaches, Jake believes music activities foster critical thinking, creativity,
collaboration, language study and acquisition, expressive communication, and confidence.

SongWorks
by Peggy D. Bennett and Douglas R. Bartholomew

Available
on Amazon.com
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THE CHILDREN ARE COMING!
Leah Steffen is interviewed to share reflections on
what she does and why she does it
when the school year is starting.
Jake: Leah, you’ve been teaching for a while. As a veteran teacher,
what emotions do you often feel at the beginning of each school
year?

Leah: Oh, I’m excited to see my students! I’ve missed them, and
I’m excited to rekindle the relationships. I like to touch base
with what’s going on, see the growth and find out what’s happened

Leah Steffen
Shafer, MN

in their lives. I am also excited about all the new things I have to
present to them, and the journeys I want to take them on throughout the year. At the same time,
I feel frazzled because during the summer I have put together grandiose plans regarding my
lessons, and when the year starts out, it never seems to happen as I expected. Before long, I fall
back into comfortable habits and the initial excitement has fizzled. This is not intentional, however.
Life sometimes gets in the way and stress can direct you in ways you didn’t anticipate.

Jake: Do you have favorite song games or “comfortable habits” of song games that you find
yourself coming back to when the year starts?

Leah: Yes! There are some song games that are like a pair of your favorite jeans that make you
feel great when you wear them. When I start the year with favorite songs that the students know
and love, an atmosphere of joy is established. We laugh and have a good time. “Come and
Follow Me,” “A Hunting We Will Go,” and “A Rig a Jig Jig” never get old with my younger students.
These sturdy songs allow the students to re-establish their community while playing, having fun,
and reconnecting.
With my older kids, I love to do “Ziggy Ziggy Za.” This song
game provides a structure for the students to not focus on
all of the changes that have occurred to their “look” over
the summer. So much growing and developing happens…
The song game requires them to sit close to each other in a
circle formation and before you know it, we’re right back
into the swing of things and there isn’t time to feel

“I start the year with
favorite songs that
the students know
and love….”

awkward about their changing bodies or relationships. The
momentum and silliness of the game seem to get rid of opinions like, “I can’t touch that person,”
“Eeww they aren’t who they used to be,” etc. The song takes the focus, rather than the new
emotions that come with those older kids. In order to be successful, their concentration must be on
the sticks. The “tra-la-la-la-la, la, la, la, la, la, la” part is an excellent way to vocalize and discover if
you have any voices that have started to change. This little song is a gem.

Steffen Interview (continued….)
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Jake: So it sounds like these song games are more than just games. You seem to be aware of and
consciously building on more than just a song. Is this the case?

Leah: Yep—they are sturdy songs! They can quickly bring us together as a community that’s been
away from each other for a while as well as bring us to a comfortable place where routines and
procedures are re-established. With this quickly in place we are able to dive right into song studies.

Jake: I’m interested in more specifics about how this unfolds. You’re saying that a singing game is a
foundation from which not only joy and camaraderie blossom, but also gives you opportunity to
develop routines and expectations for behavior management, and to provide a valuable and rich
experience for further study of music skills? How do you do this?

Leah: “Rig a jig jig” is a lively activity full of movement. We begin with a circle formation. Before I sing
the new song, I’ll ask them to notice how the person in the song is moving and where they might be
going. Before I sing, there is the expectation that they have a listening task. They are not listening to
something, they are listening for something.
After I have sung through the song I’ll ask, “What in the song gives you an idea that there might be
some kind of partner work?” I’ll sing it again and when I get to the place where the walker invites the
person to be their partner, I demonstrate with the person the action that is attached to the phrase,
“a-rig-a-jig-jig” and “away we go.”

Rig-a-Jig-Jig
As

A

I

was walk - ing down the street,

friend of

mine

I

hap-pened to

A’ - rig - a - jig - jig and a - way

A’ - rig - a - jig - jig and a - way

meet,

we go,

we go,

down

hi

the street,

ho,

down

the street,

hi ho___ hi

ho.._______

a - way

we go,

hi

hi ho____ hi

ho,

a - way

we go,

ho._________

Steffen Interview (continued….)
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I am very intentional in my language with every step, especially at the beginning of the year. There
is plenty of modeling, noticing, and rehearsing happening each step of the way--not in a drudging
way, but in a playful way. Sometimes teachers are so focused on feeling pressed for time to teach
things, we miss opportunities for incorporating intentional language for behavior management.
After all of the movement, I will say, “I’m thinking your brain may be ready to sing this song.” So we’ll
sing it together and do the see-saw back and forth motion with the words “rig a jig jig.” We also
take our fingers for a walk on our arms, and wave to each other when we sing “friend.” When I ask
them, “How do you greet a friend when you see them?” they love giving their ideas and we try
them out as we sing the song multiple times.
After two or three times, I’ll take one of their ideas for a greeting, and start walking around their circle.

Using their idea I will greet whoever my feet are standing at when we sing “friend.” I hold that

child’s hands, we rig a rig jig, and then we’re off on a gallop for “away we go!” We pay attention to
when our feet will stop at the end of the song, and I take a moment to ask the students what they
noticed. With these observations in mind, the song will begin again and we both start walking. We
each find another person with whom to greet and gallop. It keeps building until pretty soon, we all
have partners, and we no longer have a circle.

Jake: That’s important to remember: when the students are seeing their ideas accepted, they

actually have a level of leadership in developing the nuances of the game. They become
participants in, and responsible for their learning. What happens when you’re out of people to invite?

Leah: I’ll say, “Let’s look at our area, and think about where we are moving, and where we can
and can’t move.” Students are more than willing to point out the right and wrong thing to do. After
a few turns walking in the open space with the new tips they have come up with, I ask, “What’s
another way we can move down the street?” Because it’s the beginning of the year, I’ll ask for ways
we can move that will be 1) safe, and 2) in a manner that does not touch a neighbor until it’s time. I
am establishing and modeling a positive way for them to think about how they move in the shared
space on the first day. Tip-toeing, crawling, and playing their different ideas are all a part of the
game experience.

Prehistoric cave painting: circle dance scene, Hall of Human Origins at the Smithsonian Natural History Museum.

Steffen Interview (continued….)
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Jake: It’s pretty clear that these song games are your gateway, or access point, to your students. And,

it seems, it’s not just one way; it’s their access point to you and to each other. You had mentioned these
songs are also an access point to “begin music study quickly.” So after the first few days, how does it
come back, and what do you do with it?

Leah: We will use the song game in the next 2 or 3 class periods as a way to practice transitions. It’s the
vehicle to re-establish what the guidelines are in the room, such as: Do we sing when we move? How do
we move by each other? How do we listen so at the end of the song we stop? When your feet stop, will
we have time to talk, or will we have to be listening for something? Either we have time to talk, or we wait
and listen for the next step. And we try both, and talk about that. These behavior management reminders
flow out of you in the context of the movement of a singing game, therefore becoming part of the game
as well.

Jake: Those are valuable examples to consider how we can involve students in building the classroom
community, and investing in the decisions. Tell me more about how they ‘study’ the song.

Leah: I want their mapping skills to come back right away. For the really younger ones, it will be watching
me draw a map, and then making their own. My third graders have been mapping for a while, so we’ll
get right to papers and markers. It is another place for us to practice the procedures and expectations.
When we have mapping procedures solid, we practice how we share with another person: passing
carefully and respectfully. Part of the music skill study includes further strategies for the children to interact.

We will revisit the song after a few weeks and have some fun dotting it. I present it as a secret song, using
chinning. Sometimes, I’ll bring back the map we studied and it will have dots at the ends of the phrases
and the cadence.

Steffen Interview (continued….)
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Jake: So your study of the song game seems to keep coming back throughout the year, among
other activities, with a new layer to discover and explore. Is that correct?

Leah: It is! Eventually it would be brought back again as a solfa study. We study the cadence with
solfa and bridge literacy skills without it feeling like a drill. The song from the beginning of the year
established community, right? And when that song keeps coming back throughout the year, the
memory, the joyfulness, bubbles up again and renews them, and me.

Jake: It seems that when a song lives with the students as joy and study from day one, sprinkled

throughout the year, that’s an opportunity for students to connect the dots of their skills, growth, and
learning journey from August to June. Why do you find that so valuable?

Leah: It’s valuable because it helps students understand why
they came to school for the year! It’s valuable because
it gives a sense of growth, and what it means. The song is not
done after the first month, it becomes an opportunity for
students to look back and reflect, and come to the
understanding of how they are growing in their knowledge.
The song game is so much a part of the relationship building

“These song
games can provide
rich relationships
with students.”

and not just in my classroom. It comes from interaction. I’ll pass a class in the hall and come up
beside a student and whisper-sing, “as I was walking down the street, a friend of mine I happened to
meet” and give them one of the silly greetings we did months ago in class. In that instant there is a
connection. These song games can provide rich relationships with students. The song is the ball you
pitch for the volley between you and the students as the year unfolds.

“…it wasn’t just
a tune
and a game…”

A song game that is followed throughout the year is a memorable
experience that ties all the learning of other skills and activities
together. In June we recognize that we have accomplished
things—great things. The children begin to understand at this
culmination that it wasn’t just a tune and a game.
It was a learning journey.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Leah Steffen has a degree in Music Therapy and Music Education from Augsburg College and a
Masters in Curriculum and Instruction from the University of Minnesota. She lives in Shafer, MN and
has taught music to Kindergarten through 5th grade at Taylors Falls Elementary, MN for 26 years.
When she isn’t teaching, she is busy with her standard poodle, Yetta, and gardening. She loves to
entertain at her home while visiting with friends and family.
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MUSIC EDVENTURES
International Conference

Digging Deeper &
Reaching Wider
Save the Date:
Location:

March 30 - April 1, 2017

Holiday Inn Bloomington Airport South,
1201 W. 94th Street Bloomington, MN 55431

July Mystery Map Revealed!

Tideo
Pass one win - dow Tid - e - o,

Pass three win-dows Tid - e - o,

pass two win - dows Tid - e - o,

jin-gle at the win - dow Tid - e - o

Tid - e - o,

Tid - e - o,

jin-gle at the win - dow Tid - e - o

Tid - e - o,

Tid - e - o,

jin-gle at the win - dow Tid - e - o
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Insert CO gathering info
from Anna Langness
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2016 MUSIC EDVENTURES LEADERSHIP

Board of Directors

President
Ruthanne Parker
Wyncote, PA

Secretary
Betty Phillips
Corvallis, OR

Director at Large
Esther Campbell
Olympia, WA

President-Elect
Taryn Raschdorf
Virginia Beach, VA

Treasurer
Jeanette Potvin
Woodbury, MN

Director for USA
Vicky Suarez
Richardson, TX

Past-President
Samantha Smith
Rocky River, OH

Registrar
Alice Nordquist
Baltimore, MD

Director for Japan
Yoshie Kaneko
Nara City, Japan

President-Elect Apprentice
Max Mellman
Jersey City, NJ

Director at Large
Jake Harkins
Arlington, VA

Director for Canada
Kate Smith
Port Coquitlam, BC
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MEI Officers
President
Ruthanne Parker, PA
President-Elect
Taryn Raschdorf, VA
Past President
Samantha Smith, OH
President-Elect Apprentice
Max Mellman, NJ
Secretary
Betty Phillips, OR
Treasurer
Jeanette Potvin, MN
Registrar
Alice Nordquist, MD
Board of Directors
Jake Harkins, VA
Esther Campbell, WA
Vicky Suarez, TX
Yoshie Kaneko, Japan
Kate Smith, Canada
Website Chair
Pam Vellutini, OR
Newsletter Chair
Jake Harkins, VA
Academic Coordinator
Leah Steffen, MN
Emerging Pioneers Advisor
Peggy Bennett, MT
Communications Chair
Lisa Schoen, MN
2017 Conference Chair
Taryn Raschdorf, VA

The Purpose of Music EdVentures, Inc.
is to search for and practice ways of making music and
interacting with people that preserve and celebrate the
dignity of both. As a guiding principle, this purpose will
focus our work on:
1. Practices that foster interactive, facilitative
learning environments.

2. Strategies that empower the learner within the
context of music experience and study.
3. Networks that encourage collaboration between
diverse disciplines, professionals, and interest groups.

Any Member of Music EdVentures, Inc.
can receive a copy of the MEI Policies
and Procedures Manual by contacting
Past President Samantha Smith at
samanthameese@gmail.com

Support the mission of MEI
with membership dues or donations!
$45 Regular $75 Sustaining $100 Patron $20 Student
Join or donate online at www.musicedventures.org or
make checks payable to MEI (in USD). Include your name,
address, phone, and email.
Send to: Jeanette Potvin, Treasurer
3570 Oxford Drive
Woodbury, MN 55125

News and Notes is the monthly communication of Music EdVentures, Inc. (MEI). Regular
features will keep members and friends up to date on coming events and the latest teaching
techniques, tips and strategies. Submissions are due on the 15th of the month prior to
publication and may be submitted months in advance, indicating the month in which
publication is preferred. The committee reserves the right to select material to be published
according to length and appropriateness. Article length may vary. Visuals should be scanned
and submitted as .pdf or .jpg files. Send submissions to jeharkins@fcps.edu with the subject line
“MEI Newsletter.” Submissions may be edited to accommodate space limitations.

